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Rapport | Define Rapport at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/rapport
Rapport definition, relation; connection, especially harmonious or sympathetic relation: a
teacher trying to establish close rapport with students. See more.

Rapport | Definition of Rapport by Merriam-Webster

See results for

Rapport
(Newspaper)
Rapport is an Afrikaans-
language weekly
newspapeâ€¦

NOUN

rap·port
[raËˆpôr, rÉ™Ëˆpôr]

a close and harmonious relationship in which the people or groups concerned
understand each other's feelings or ideas and communicate well.
"she was able to establish a good rapport with the children" · [more]
synonyms: affinity · close/special relationship · (mutual) understanding · bond ·
empathy · harmony · sympathy · link · accord · relate to · [more]
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Rapport | Definition of Rapport by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/rapport
There is a lack of rapport between the members of the group. Recent Examples of rapport
from the Web Craig â€” a muscular man with a Southern drawl and a friendly demeanor
â€” is known to stop by local businesses to chat with â€¦

Rapport - definition of rapport by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/rapport
Define rapport. rapport synonyms, rapport pronunciation, rapport translation, English
dictionary definition of rapport. n. Relationship, especially one of mutual trust or
emotional affinity. n a sympathetic relationship or understanding. See also en rapport n.
â€¦

Rapport definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/rapport
If two people or groups have a rapport, they have a good relationship in which they are
able to understand each other's ideas or feelings very well. He said he wanted 'to
establish a rapport with the Indian people'.

Rapport - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapport
Rapport is a close and harmonious relationship in which the people or groups concerned
are â€œin syncâ€� with each other, understand each â€¦

Building · Benefits · Studying · Further reading

rapport Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/rapport
Through these exercises and working to earn money, her rapport with the class improves.

rapport - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/rapport
Rapport is a good sense of understanding and trust. If you have good rapport with your
neighbors, they won't mind if you kick your ball onto their property every now and then.

rapport (noun) definition and synonyms | Macmillan â€¦
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/rapport
90% of the time, speakers of English use just 7,500 words in speech and writing. These
words appear in red, and are graded with stars. One-star words are frequent, two-star
words are more frequent, and three-star words are the most frequent. The thesaurus of
synonyms and related words is fully ...

Rapport Synonyms, Rapport Antonyms - Merriam-
Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/rapport
See words that rhyme with rapport Dictionary: Definition of rapport Medical Dictionary:
Definition of rapport Spanish Central: Translation of rapport Nglish: Translation of
rapport for Spanish speakers Britannica English: Translation of rapport for â€¦

Rapports | Define Rapports at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/rapports
Rapports definition, relation; connection, especially harmonious or sympathetic relation:
a teacher trying to establish close rapport with students. See more.

rapport - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/rapport
Jan 07, 2018 · He always tried to maintain a rapport with his customers. Relation;
proportion; conformity; correspondence; accord. Sir W. Temple 'Tis obvious what rapport
there is between the conceptions and languages in every country. Translations . A
relationship of mutual trust and respect. Chinese: Mandarin: äº’ä¿¡ (hùxìn), å’Œç�¦é—
œä¿‚, å’Œ â€¦
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